Listen: 4 must-hear songs by queer artists, plus Japanese Breakfast’s much-anticipated new album A baritone sax billows
alongside gentle keys and finger snaps on "Unfold You," evoking imagery of seeing the few stars that peek through the sky in his corner of New York. "4 Runner" is a modern-day ode to
Opinion: Mitsuye Endo is the Japanese American hero you probably don't know about. But while Endo's case is familiar to those in legal circles and Japanese American
studies, her story is largely unknown by the general public. As a scholar of Japanese American women's literature, I know Anna Halprin, modern dance
innovator and healer, dead at 100

Datebook | San Francisco Arts & Entertainment Guide
Sam Whiting Dance artist Anna Halprin talks about her new version of "Parades and Changes" in
2013 at her studio in Kentfield. Photo: Liz Hafalia / The Review: Rom-com is in the air with 3 delightful and modern novels But there are many more ways a love story can
look, and the rom-com genre is catching up with a slate of new releases that are putting a more modern spin on the classic meet-cute. Featuring story lines that
Craft beer's #MeToo moment hits Humble Sea, Modern Times, Original Pattern and other breweries. The CEO and founder of San Diego-based Modern Times Beer, which
has a taproom in Oakland, resigned Tuesday night. Jacob McKean, the founder and CEO of Modern Times, which opened its Oakland taproom in late

Review: The
radical origins of "Sesame Street" revisited in new documentary. The origin story and the early footage are dynamic and inspiring; they create a sort of organizing
principle that falters a little as the film progresses."

Editorial: What's wrong with the debate over the coronavirus' origins
Editorial On the Pandemic The facts
and fiction of virus' origin Chronicle Editorial Board A new international report on the coronavirus' origins doesn't dispel every reasonable doubt about the beginnings of the
with Japanese Breakfast's Michelle Zauner
TÃ©a Francesca Price, Soleil Ho, Justin Phillips
Singer-songwriter Michelle Zauner, known by the moniker, "Japanese
Breakfast," discusses her memoir, "Crying in H Mart."

Modern design in Cow Hollow (Sponsored)
advertising feature | COVER STORY
Boutique building
offers prime location, bespoke finishes
Article headline: Murano San Francisco boasts timeless architecture
Inspired by the timeless beauty of Murano glass and
Japanese chain Fugetsu brings its crispy, saucy okonomiyaki to Sunnyvale

By Elena Kadvany

The first U.S. location of Fugetsu, a Japanese okonomiyaki chain, is shutting down in
Santa Clara but has reopened inside a longtime Japanese restaurant in Sunnyvale. He's a native of Osaka,

An ambitious new Japanese fine dining restaurant is
opening in San Francisco, with no sushi in sight. But a new restaurant opening in San Francisco this summer wants to show a different side to high-end Japanese cuisine - one that's
ambitious and modern, with wine pairings instead of sake and no sushi at all.
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